What can you tell me about ED4460/ED3460: Service Learning for Sustainable Futures?

This subject presents you with an exciting opportunity for your degree and your future! It aligns with JCU’s commitment to a brighter future for life in the tropics, world-wide. In particular, it is aimed at inspiring you to make a difference as an educator and to serve and engage with the underserved populations of communities; locally, nationally and globally!

1. This subject involves doing 50 hours SERVICE in an approved organisation.

2. Students CANNOT start their SERVICE prior to the commencement of the subject.

3. The SERVICE you provide in this approved organisation MUST relate to the concept of sustainability. You will learn about the concept of sustainability once you commence the subject.

4. Education students who have successfully finished their final prac – ED4489-can complete an INTERNSHIP in a school as their SERVICE. This service will involve teaching AND completing a project in the school related to SUSTAINABILITY.

5. Placement options include SERVICE overseas that contributes to SUSTAINABILITY such as those offered in Cambodia and Thailand can also be counted as SERVICE with approval of the subject lecturer. Briefings and information about international options are provide at the start of each academic year.

6. There is assessment prior to and after the SERVICE and this must be passed in order to pass the subject.

More information will be available on the LearnJCU site for the subject prior to commencement. Make sure you are enrolled in the subject and check your email regularly for updates.